THEORY OF SPHERICAL VORTEX 2010
A brief of
Theory of Spherical Vortex

Theory of Spherical Vortex:‘Space Matter’ is organized as an observable dynamic gathering, by
flowing of the ‘Energy Matter’ in-between absolute zero and infinity
along the 4th dimension.
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Demonstration of a Spherical Vortex:1. Get a plain ball and draw three circumferences which are perpendicular to each
other.
2. Give directions for each circle on your own.
3. Draw safe paths for particle movements to avoid head to head collides.

Observations:1. Now you observe the boll to find two opposite poles emerged upon the globe.
2. If you connect both poles by an axle, you would observe that, almost all the particles
are moving in one direction around the axle.
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Suppose the axle is a rod of iron and electric current is moving along the paths
that you have drawn? Then the system must be polarized with a magnetic North Pole
and a South Pole, as shown in the figure.
Current is but just a flow of electrons and Earth absorbs much of them from the
atmosphere and atmosphere is regularly being recharged by the flux of Solar Wind.
Magma shell and the crust of Earth contain much iron and having a rich flux of
electrons (receiving from thunder strokes) flowing around, even a student can match
the globe to an electric magnet.
But non spinning planets such as Mercury, Venus and Pluto don’t have a spherical
vortex of charged particles in them and as a proof of the theory, they don’t claim for
considerable magnetic fields.
Sun is exemplary for stars having centrifugal spherical vortexes of charged particles
in them. A massive flux of electrons is coming out from the core of Sun, through this
gigantic dynamic organization.
Electrons are produced by nuclear fusion of hydrogen (deuterium) in the core but
even a school child may question how hydrogen the lightest known thing in worlds
went so deep down in to the core of Sun against Archimedes.
So we have got to deduce the matter such that, hydrogen is being born there from
expansion of the Dark Matter at the core. (pl refer ‘Star Mechanism’/Space
Dynamic-V3/2011)
Sun’s real energy capacity or real mass is not known therefore to us, because dark
matter doesn’t respond for Newton’s Gravity.
Dark matter is consumed in stars to produce energy and in contrary dark matter is
grown at the core of polarized ‘Productive Planets’ like Earth by absorbing energy
from solar wind.(pl refer ‘Earth Mechanism’/Space Dynamics-V3/2010)
That’s why productive planets are growing in mass and size as well by pushing the
cracked old crust segments (tectonic plates) more and more apart.

Gravity cannot explain the dynamics at macroscopic or microscopic extremes in the world.
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Gravity’s maximum field strength could never be extended effectively beyond the limit of
solar systems. Also Gravity cannot explain the dynamics in atoms or interact between
energy particles such as, electrons, protons , Neutrons(dark matter) & photons etc.
Only the theory of ‘Spherical Vortex’ can explain ‘Galactic Dynamics’ as well as the inter
atomic dynamics with help of Electromagnetism too.
Medium pressure variation is the main parameter which governs the dynamics of Galaxies
and not an inch fore progress of ‘Physical Science’ would be expected unless the scientists
of the 21st century accept existence of ‘free space medium’ and the ‘4th Dimension’ of the
world.

